Rector's Directives

These translations are for informative purpose only. The legally binding regulations are those in Czech.

2021
- 2/2021: Awarding scholarships to students at Charles University in urgent emergency situations
- 6/2021: Schedule of the academic year 2021/2022
- 12/2021: Rules for the Internal Governance of the Rectorate of Charles University
- 18/2021: Principles of the Cooperatio Program
- 21/2021: Method of Submitting Applications for MSCA IF Projects at Charles University
- 25/2021: The Statute of Awards to be Granted to Students and Graduates of Charles University
- 36/2021: Determining the fee for supervisors of students after their completion of the doctoral programme of study
- 47/2021: Rules for the division of funds allocated for ensuring activities of Boards of the research areas within the Cooperatio Program

2020
- 1/2020: Rules for Granting and Using Personal Development Days at Charles University
- 4/2020: Mini-grants for the Support of 4EU+ Projects in 2020
- 6/2020: Priorities for the Activities of Mobility Fund of Charles University
- 8/2020: Schedule of the academic year 2020/2021
- 9/2020: Schedule of the admissions procedure for the academic year 2021/2022
- 10/2020: Support for the Internationalisation of Charles University
- 11/2020: Schedule of the academic year 2019/2020 adapted to the state of emergency declared by the Government of the Czech Republic on 12 March 2020
- 13/2020: Plagiarism Assessment at Charles University
- 14/2020: Work from Home (Home Office)
- 15/2020: The Concept of "Academic Staff" at Charles University
- 19/2020: Principles of the Start programme
- 27/2020 – Annex 1: Rules for delivering written materials by public announcement at the faculties and other units of Charles University
- 31/2020: Call for the 18th round of applications of the Grant Agency of Charles University (2021)
- 35/2020: Rector's Directive No. 25/2019, as amended by Rector's Directives No. 33/2019 and No. 35/2020: Procedure to handle applications for waiver and/or reduction of the fee for study
- 36/2020: Support for submitting ERC grant applications at Charles University
- 37/2020: Method for submitting ERC grant applications at Charles University
- 46/2020: Declaration of State of Emergency at Charles University
- 47/2020: Rules and Regulations of the Václav Havel Scholarship
- 55/2020: Rules for the Primus Grant Scheme

2019
- 3/2019: Rules for distributing funds allocated to 4EU+ projects
- 5/2019: Principles of Implementation of Specific University Research Projects at Charles University
- 6/2019: Schedule of the academic year 2019/2020
- 7/2019: Schedule of the admissions procedure for the academic year 2020/2021
- 10/2019: Consolidated Rules for Internal Governance of the Rectorate
- 12/2019: To provide for the possibility to continue studies in an identical or similar programme of study
- 15/2019: Comparison of final theses and habilitation dissertations and their storage in inter-university and international databases of theses
- 18/2019: Introduction and Use of Identity Cards at Charles University
- 24/2019: Call for the 17th round of applications of the Grant Agency of Charles University (2020)
• 25/2019: Procedure to handle applications for waiver and/or reduction of the fee for study - amended by Rector's Directives No. 33/2019 and No. 35/2020
• 35/2019: Recommended assessment criteria for granting associate professorship and for the appointment of full professorship and the minimum requirements for the content of the justification to be drawn up by the associate professorship committee and by the committee in the full professorship appointment procedure, including determination of the essential elements of Charles University documents to be submitted
• 36/2019: Charles University Library and Circulation Rules
• 41/2019: Rules for the Primus Grant Scheme - appealed by Rector's Directive No. 55/2020
• 42/2019: Call for the 5th Primus Grant Scheme at Charles University (2021)
• 43/2019: Details of Certain Obligations and other Elements Concerning the Progres, UNCE, and Primus Programmes

2018
• Rector's Directive No. 45/2017 as amended by Rector's Directives No. 67/2017 and No. 1/2018: Procedure to handle applications for waiver and/or reduction of the fee for study
• 4/2018: Call for the 3rd Primus Grant Scheme at CUNI (beginning in 2019)
• 5/2018: Rules for the Primus Grant Scheme (No. 17/2017 as amended by No. 5/2018) - amended by Rector's Directive No. 48/2018
• 6/2018: 2018-2019 Academic Calendar
• 7/2018: Calendar of Admissions for the 2019-2020 Academic Year
• 10/2018: Registration of Participants and Mode of Determination of the Amount of Bonus in Progres Programmes
• 12/2018: Competence of guarantors of programmes of study
• 13/2018: Principles of Providing Support for Extracurricular Activities of Students
• 14/2018: Constitution of the Bedřich Hrozný Prize for Creative Initiative
• 15/2018: Assessment of Foreign Secondary and Tertiary Education in the Admissions Procedure of Charles University
• 16/2018: Principles and rules of personal data protection
• 17/2018: Provisions for Work for Hire at Charles University
• 20/2018: Determining bonuses for supervisors of students after their graduation from doctoral programmes of study
• 21/2018: Basic principles of human resource policies
• 24/2018: Registration of Creative Activities at Charles University
• 25/2018: Principles of Activities of the Grant Agency of Charles University
• 26/2018: Call for 16th round of proposals of the Grant Agency of Charles University (2019)
• 28/2018: Introduction and Use of Identity Cards at Charles University - repealed by No. 18/2019
• 30/2018: Contributions from the Social Fund
• 38/2018: Support for Stays of International Post-Doc Researchers at Charles University from the Post-Doc Stays Fund
• 39/2018: Procedures to establish the position of extraordinary professor and to fill such position at Charles University
• 40/2018: Code of Procedure for the Research Ethics Commission of Charles University
• 41/2018: Herzl Center of Israel Studies
• 44/2018: Strategy for Evaluating Creative Activities at Charles University - amended by No. 8/2019
• 47/2018: Directive of the Rector of Charles University on Knowledge and Technology Transfer at Charles University
• 49/2018: Progress Reports of the Primus Grant Scheme and other Details Concerning their Submission and Evaluation - repealed by Rector's Directive No. 43/2019
• 51/2018: Charles University Library Rules
• 54/2018: Support for Submitting Applications for ERC Grants at Charles University
• 57/2018: Mode of Submitting Applications for ERC Grants at Charles University
• 63/2018: Code of Procedure for the Ethics Commission

2017
• 1/2017: Constitution of the Board for the Commercialisation of Science and Research Results of Charles University
• 16/2017: Code of Procedure for the Commission for Programmes for the Support of Research at Charles University
• Rector's Directive No. 27/2016, as amended by Rector's Directive No. 18/2017 (consolidated version) -
Public Procurement Rules at Charles University

- 23/2017: Standards of support to be provided at Charles University to students and applicants for study with special needs
- Consolidated Rector's Directive No. 9/2014, as amended by Rector's Directives No. 17/2014 and No. 26/2017 - repealed by No. 35/2019
- 34/2017: Charles University Computer Network Rules
- 38/2017: Rules for the recognition of foreign higher education as equivalent to higher education attained at Charles University in the General Medicine master’s programme of study and Dentistry master’s programme of study
- 40/2017: The Lifelong Learning Board of Charles University
- 41/2017: Principles of Activities of the Grant Agency of Charles University - repealed by No. 25/2018
- 43/2017: Principles of University Research Centres
- 46/2017: The Use of Genetically Modified Organisms and Genetic Products at Charles University
- 47/2017: Implementation of Internationally Recognised Courses at Charles University
- 48/2017: Constitution of the Prizes Awarded to Students and Graduates of Charles University
- 50/2017: Bioethics Platform of Charles University - repealed by Rector's Directive No. 43/2019
- 57/2017: Conditions for Cotutelle Doctoral Study under the Joint Supervision of a Dissertation Model
- 59/2017: Principles for Competition of Top-Quality Monographs at Charles University
- 61/2017: Joint diploma issued to graduates of programmes of study offered in cooperation with a foreign higher education institution
- 63/2017: Support for Preparation of International Collaborative Projects
- 64/2017: Support for Submitting Applications for ERC Grants at Charles University
- 66/2017: Exceptions to the rules of study provided in the Code of Study and Examination of Charles University for study in international joint programmes of study such as joint-degree and multiple degree and essential elements concerning study of agreements on inter-university study
- 68/2017: Elements of a Certificate of Completion of a Lifelong Learning Programme and of Completion of an Internationally Recognised Course
- 71/2017: Register of Lifelong Learning Programmes
- 72/2017: Making the Electronic Database of Final Theses Accessible
- 73/2017: The Consolidated Rules for Internal Governance of the Rectorate - amended by No. 10/2019
- 74/2017: Constitution of the Charles University Research Ethics Commission

2016

- 1/2016: The Constitution of the Arnošt z Pardubice Prize awarded to excellent teachers and for an outstanding initiative in educational activities at Charles University
- 33/2016: Crisis Communication and Interventions in Emergency Situations and Crisis Situations within the Framework of Student Mobility

2015

- 49/2015: Charles University's Principles against Corruption

2014

- 24/2014: Statute of the International Board of Charles University in Prague

2013

- 27/2013: Code of Procedure for the Ethics Commission - repealed by No. 63/2018